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Breaking the Intimate Screen: Pre-Recording, Special Effects and the Aesthetics of Early British Television Drama

Derek Johnston

Abstract

In his seminal study of early British television drama Jason Jacobs emphasises the importance of the concept of 'intimacy', during the period from the beginning of regular BBC television broadcasts in 1936 to the arrival of competition in 1955. This article focuses upon the role of special effects in breaking free from the restrictions of the studio, showing that effects were not only of use in expanding the temporal and spatial scope of television drama, but were also considered to be of interest to the audience as a way of exploring the new medium, receiving coverage in the popular press.
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In his seminal study of early British television drama, Jason Jacobs emphasises the importance of the concept of 'intimacy' to television drama during the period from the beginning of regular BBC television broadcasts in 1936 to the arrival of competition in 1955. As producers demonstrated a desire 'to "get in closer" to the dramatic action, to become intimate with it' (Jacobs 2000, 6), critics and producers also considered intimacy in terms of productions’ appropriateness for reception in the 'intimate' domestic sphere of the home. The drive was also in part a response to technical limitations, including the restrictiveness of Alexandra Palace, with 'only two studios, measuring seventy feet by thirty feet' (Pudney 1948, 11). Although ‘intimacy’ was not the only concern for television drama (and indeed, Jacobs [2000, 7] highlights that the concept was mobilised partly to separate drama 'from the
more macho observational knowledge of the public sphere that television's Outside Broadcast abilities could provide'), closeness was part of an attempt to develop a style for television drama that would set it apart from film, theatre and radio. Television in this early period was a site of near-constant experimentation. Especially in the years before 1951, when the small audience and a sense that this was still an experimental service provided the opportunity to try out different approaches to making television drama.

This article focuses on the role of special effects in breaking free from the restrictions of the studio, showing how they were used not only to expand the temporal and spatial scope of the drama, but also considered to be of interest to the audience as a way of appreciating the new medium. Special effects included pre-recorded film inserts and narration, multiple sets, model work and animation, each of which was combined with the live studio performance. Drawing upon archival research including original scripts as well as audience responses and the popular press coverage of television at the time of broadcast, this article deals mainly (although not exclusively) with telefantasy. This broad genre, which incorporates all non-realist television, offered particular opportunities for utilising effects in ways that seemed appropriate for experimenting with the new medium of television and its narratives forms. As shown later, while drama was a key area of production that offered particular opportunities to experiment with the possibilities of the medium, these also extended into other forms of programming, eventually used more in light entertainment than drama.

While the dramas discussed here may have been unusual, and consciously experimental in some cases, they should also be considered in context. From its start in the thirties until the early 1950s, television in the United Kingdom was a minority interest, although one which grew quite rapidly in popularity and reach. Along with Selwyn Lloyd's minority report that recommended the abolition of the broadcasting monopoly, the 1951 publication of the Beveridge Committee's findings marks the realisation that competition in
broadcasting was not only possible but being actively sought, with the result that the BBC had to professionalise its services in order to retain its position. The pride in being the first nation to develop regular television broadcasting was fast disappearing as overseas broadcasters overtook the United Kingdom, both technologically and in business terms. This perceived challenge to the BBC’s position led to the approval of further funds to develop the television service from 1948 onwards, but this increased emphasis on the medium also meant more scrutiny of the service and its management.

In 1953 television was available in most parts of the country, with the BBC estimating that 80 per cent of the British population could receive it by December 1952 (Hunter 1952, 5). The number of people from across the social and economic spectrum willing to buy or rent grew rapidly, with 1.7 million television licences issued by October 1952, out of a population of 50.2 million (ibid.). A television set at the time cost around 70 to 80 guineas (ibid.); and with average earnings at £400, the cost represented nearly a quarter of an annual wage. This suggests that, while it had grown swiftly, the actual audience for television remained fairly limited as a section of the overall population, at least in part due to the cost of acquiring a TV set. However, this issue was partially offset by the opportunity to rent, spreading the cost while allowing for what producer Jan Bussell referred to as the ‘snobbery of possessing a television set’ (1952, 12), facilitated in the post-war period by the gratuities issued to those demobilised from the military.

The BBC’s understanding of its developing audiences in the face of competition is also central to this article, as it influenced the approaches taken to the medium. Indeed, the BBC began to undertake audience research from early in its history, beginning with a simple viewer survey in 1937, but developing more comprehensive ones in autumn 1948 and December 1950. The analysis of the results published in BBC Quarterly in 1950 and 1952 demonstrate that the Corporation recognised that its programmes were now watched by a
broader cross-section of the population, beyond the wealthy middle-class ‘early adopters’ of the 1930s. Indeed, in 1952 Robert Silvey, Head of Audience Research, commented that ‘television was already spreading “downwards” through the social pyramid’ (1952, 31), with the result that producers such as Bussell felt excluded from programme planning as heads of departments took over in an attempt ‘to cater for a new viewing public’ through ‘the deliberate lowering of the intellectual standard of programmes’ (1952, 12). While this is the anecdotal opinion of a single producer, it does indicate a tension between creative personnel’s desire to develop the medium and the BBC management’s perceptions of the changing audience as tending towards aesthetic conservatism.

Breaching Temporal and Spatial Limitations

Television drama producers sought to use the known technology of film to supplement the new technology of television early in its history. The BBC Television Service officially began on 2 November 1936, after a period of experimental broadcasts. Even the official opening night of the BBC Television Service in November 1936 drew on the technology of film to make possible what was desired, with the broadcast of the BBC film, Television Comes to London. This showed the construction of the facilities at Alexandra Palace, the making of cameras, and other aspects of the preparation for the launch of the Television Service. The technology of film allowed the production BBC was able to record and then to compress the period leading up to the launch into 15 minutes, using optical wipes, superimposed scrolling text and relatively fast editing to music that would not have been possible in television of the time. The film ends with the performance of a song celebrating those ‘magic rays of light / That bring television to you’ being transmitted to households shown watching the performer on their television sets, but the majority of the film is concerned with the industrial and technical effort required for broadcast. In other words,
while the film may conclude with a presentation of television as being a magical form of domestic entertainment, it is, while atmospheric, primarily concerned with demystifying television, while emphasising through its images and the use of music that this was a great achievement of technological prowess and effort. However, the need to use film to present this material in quite this way demonstrated the restrictiveness of the television technology, itself unable at the time to record the preparatory work or edit at a pace.

Less than a year after opening, on 20 September 1937, Below the Surface, A Naval Play incorporated extracts from the silent film, Under the Surface (BBC PAB). Eight days later, the play, Turnaround, used film sequences of a liner docked at Southampton (BBC PAB). The 6 December 1937 adaptation of Once in a Lifetime emphasised the distances covered in the play with footage of train wheels, together with a film ’extract from “Secrets of Hollywood” and “Aeroplanes in flight”’ in its expansion of the space of the play production beyond the restrictions of the studio (BBC PAB). By the end of its second year, BBC television drama was already drawing on a number of sources for filmed inserts to expand the physical and temporal scope of its productions, including adapting existing film material, using specially recorded footage and drawing on stock footage. Indeed, the end of 1937 was marked by From Alexandra Palace: 1936-37, described in the Radio Times as, ‘An attempt to re-create – or at least to remind you of – some of the outstanding events in television since the first programmes were transmitted from Alexandra Palace in August 1936’ (Anon 1937, 28). This programme incorporated various segments from the Film Library. The idea statement that these events were recreations and prompts to memory makes it clear that it was not the performances that were filmed. However, the re-use of the film clips in these in its re-stagings of earlier performances and events, which demonstrates that these film elements were considered to have played key parts in this first year of broadcasting.
The view that use of film was important in television production was not universally popular. For some, innovation lay in finding the 'true' form and style for television, which defined its difference from related media such as cinema, radio and the theatre. One of those who saw filmed insert as inappropriate was drama producer Jan Bussell, who believed that,

Film and television are quite different media and to borrow is a confession of weakness. Television should rejoice in its limitations, and exploit them. I have always found that the removal of limitations in any medium tends to destroy art. After all, there is no art in showing the real thing. What is shown should be interpretative – a comment on reality. (1952, 55).

Bussell is calling for a consistency of style. Given that television was unable to offer the same level of perceived realism as film, he also assumes that the use of a filmed insert would prove disruptive for viewers, simply because they would be unable to tell a change in the origin of the visual material from taking them out of their engagement with the television drama by introducing a different visual register that is recognisable as belonging to film. This does not mean that Bussell rejected film inserts entirely; he certainly made use of them in his 1938 adaptation of *R.U.R.*, where inserts were used to provide on-screen advertisements for the Rossum's Universal Robots of the title (BBC WAC T5/443, *R.U.R.*, 3 February 1938). However, as the inserts were presenting diegetic filmed advertisements, the use of film in the production and the associated change in visual style was, in Bussell’s opinion, aesthetically justified as well as serving a practical purpose.

Such shifts between television and film were recognisable due to the different production requirements and practices of the two media and subsequent impact on visual
style. Because film is set up for a single shot, each can be planned and produced in detail to support an intended effect and reshot to resolve any problems or simply to offer alternatives that may be selected in the editing process. Television, on the other hand, was performed live with no opportunity for editing beyond a fade between shots, with fast cuts between cameras only becoming available in the post-war period (Jacobs 2000, 46), and its relatively low resolution and contrast initially presented a limited depth of field. When inserts were used, the film image was projected onto a screen and re-captured by the television camera, a technique known as 'telecine'. This process meant that the final broadcast image had the qualities of a television one in terms of resolution and contrast, but retained the depth of field of the initial filmed sequence, along with the mobility of camera, fast editing and the ability to take extreme close or long shots not possible, or particularly clear, with early television cameras.

The majority of filmed inserts were used as establishing shots, but sometimes provided close-ups of a prop like a letter to increase the intimacy of presentation. Such shots were not achievable with the early television cameras or within the limitations of live broadcasting; for example, a close-up of a prop would require the camera to come in so close that it would necessitate any switch to a wide shot from another camera which would most likely show the initial camera. Some productions used separate insert cameras on separate reproduction sets to avoid this problem, but this meant using up more studio space and resources and added to the complexity of the logistics, such as moving cameras around the studio, just to achieve one brief shot. Inserts thus resolved the spatial limitations of the live studio drama, as well as operated as transitions that allowed for equipment and actors to move between sets, accommodating costume changes and make-up. While such uses of film inserts to breach the temporal and spatial limitations of live studio drama may not always have been seen as fitting with the particular qualities of television, they were used often early
on, incorporated into the various programmes cited above, including *Below the Surface* (1937). This suggests that the normal aesthetic for early television drama was a hybrid of film and television, with the use of inserts to provide establishing shots of locations similar to film, rather than associating television drama with the protocols of theatre.

Drawing on film technologies and expectations generated by filmic rather than theatrical traditions, these techniques for expanding the possibilities of live studio drama could also be found into other forms of programming. *Holiday in Berlin* (1952), for example, applied the technique of back projection, a practice used earlier in the television version of Michael Howard’s comedy show, *Here’s Howard* (1951), musical revue *recreating acts of the past* *The Passing Show* (1948-53), as well as *Children’s Hour* (Anon. 1951, 40). This might suggest that experimentation with new effects had already been ‘relegated’ to variety and children’s programming, rather than with the possibility of using them in ‘serious’ adult programming at a later date once the techniques were mastered. Although with specific reference to back projection, though, Gerard Tyrrell (1952, 10), external script reader to the BBC TV Drama Department, claimed that the delay in its introduction was due to the restrictions on studio space more than anything else. Back projection also provided an easier option than the modification of the studio space. For example, the 1949 production, *The Gentle People*, utilised a large water-filled tank in the studio; the potential problem with this approach appear in reports recounting what happened when the tank cracked because the weight, resulting in water leaking through into the transmitter room beneath (Norden, Harper and Gilbert 1985, 65-66).

The Spectacular Screen
While the uses of effects were to overcome the temporal and spatial limitations of live studio production, others were more straightforwardly spectacular. The visual display was itself about the possibilities of television. Sometimes this meant emphasising how the restrictions had been overcome and breached the norms of television aesthetics of the time. This was the case with many experiments in documentary television which sought to show life beyond the confines of the studio, whether in a submarine, at a race course, through a telescope, down a microscope or even overseas. However, this attempt to provide visual engagement also extended to drama and light entertainment. This section will examine some of the techniques used by drama producers to create visual appeal, as well as how press reviews engaged with the aesthetics as something of interest to viewers.

On 13 January 1938, a reviewer for *The Daily Telegraph* described the problem of the television camera as follows: its ‘field of vision is so small that only “close-ups” are really effective. Two figures fill the foreground – three have to squeeze to get in’ (Darlington 1938, n.p.). However, only the technology was developing rapidly. Only four days later a reviewer for *The Times* reported:

A year ago, when the new machine was only feeling its way across an unknown field of entertainment, it could manage only the close-up, in which nothing of the background was visible, and the full scene, in which the figures were often so minute as to be more or less meaningless. To-day it effects a compromise between these two extremes: it joins close-up and general scene, and it adds to these that shifting knowledge of a room or place and the people in it that one gets when a film camera slowly traverses a scene. (Anon. 1938, n.p.).
This suggests that television was developing new ways of approaching visuals that were not restricted to a choice between close-up or wide shot, but able to provide a stronger sense of the interconnectedness between shots and the positioning of specific individuals within the overall space. However, the disparity between the two reviewers and their ideas of what television could do also suggests that the success of these new techniques was somewhat dependent on personal taste and the degree of the usage.

While Jan Bussell had experimented as early as 1939 with using only a subjective camera for the play, *Condemned to be Shot* (Caughie 1991, 34), this technique was also integrated into the 1950 adaptation of *The Strange Case of Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde*. Here it formed part of the adaptation’s emulation of the documentary approach of the original novel. When Utterson (Jack Livesey) relates his first encounter with Hyde (Desmond Llewelyn), the script notes that ‘the camera has become Utterson’ (Cross 1950, 15) and retains this first-person point of view throughout the encounter with Hyde. It only breaking into a third person viewpoint when Utterson is invited into Jekyll’s house and he walks past the camera, leading to a new scene. A brief, pre-recorded voice-over leads into the first-person sequence, allowing Livesey to move into position for the next scene. The voice-over articulates his thoughts, his intention to encounter Hyde, before the actor provides Utterson’s live dialogue in the following scene.

The dramatic, as opposed to practical, purpose of the point-of-view camerawork is to give more impact to the sight of Hyde’s face. While the production opens with the spectacle of Jekyll’s (played by Alan Judd) transformation into Hyde, only his profile and hairy hands are initially seen. As Bussell notes, with ‘the television close-up […] the artist is brought to your fireside just the size he would be if he were really sitting there’ (1952, 20). The shock of introducing an ‘approximately actual size’ (ibid.) Hyde into the viewer’s living room, looking directly at them through the subjective camera, draws on the intimacy of television to engage
directly with the viewer at a base level. Camerawork and intimacy combine to demonstrate that the spectacular was possible without resorting to filmed inserts.

Such use of the possibilities of television attracted interest from the press media. A reviewer for *The Sketch* awarded their regular Critic’s Choice to ‘Fred O’Donovan: For his particularly exciting production of *The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde*. In this, his one-camera technique generated an almost unbearable tension, especially in a brilliant tracking shot through two rooms’ (Butcher 1950, 569). The review in *The Star* not only praised the transformation scenes, but explained that they were achieved ‘sometimes by quick moving of Alan Judd (Dr Jekyll) and Desmond Llewelyn (Mr Hyde) and sometimes by superimposing the images of two cameras’ (Anon. 1950, n.p.). While not all reviews were as positive, many demonstrated an awareness of the producer and his particular style;

Most of these reviews considered the technical possibilities of television with regard to this particular story, whether or not they thought those possibilities had been successfully realised.

This assumed interest in television technique on the part of the general public was also demonstrated on 21 November 1948, when the *Sunday Graphic and Sunday News* ran an article explaining the effects used in a production of *Blithe Spirit*, which included a translucent ghost sharing the same space with ‘solid’ characters and environment. The article outlined the technical use of plate glass and a mirror to overlay the image of the ‘ghost’ onto the live television image, including a diagram explaining the relevant angles. Two photographs show elements of this setup, including a wide shot of the camera with its ghost equipment, and another focussing on the floor marks which told Betty Ann Davies, playing the ghost, where to stand for the effect to work. A third behind-the-scenes photograph showed a shot largely as it would appear on the television screen, incorporating both solid-seeming characters and the translucent ghost, but also including the television camera (Anon.,
The same photograph was used in an article on the drama that appeared in the *Psychic News*, where it is identified as a 'composite picture'. The focus was once more on how the production achieved the ghost effects, with emphasis placed on the effectiveness of depicting a spirit rather than on how it was done. Intriguingly, this article points to earlier uses of similar technical effects, stating that this production's techniques 'seemed an improvement on methods used previously' that had a 'watery wraith-like appearance which has sometimes marred earlier psychic productions' (Anon., 1948b, n.p.). Interest in television technique thus appears to have been present across a range of publications appealing to a number of different audiences.

Such press coverage has also provided a useful visual record of one of the more spectacular experiments in early television form, the 1949 adaptation of H.G.Wells’ *The Time Machine*. This production was a concerted effort to expand the boundaries of television in terms of visuals and storytelling, incorporating key elements of the novel, ranging from the Victorian period to the end of life on Earth in the far distant future. The BBC’s own promotional material in the *Radio Times* considered the difficulties of this adaptation, picking up on the description of the production as a ‘visual experiment’ by its producer, Robert Barr (*The Scanner* 1949, 24). The picture magazine, *Illustrated*, ran a three-page article between the first performance and its repeat, outlining some of the techniques and providing a sense of how the production had responded to criticism. But the emphasis of the article is on the images, which reproduce studio shots from the production as well as behind-the-scenes material. This includes an explanation of how two images are merged to provide the impression of a forest fire in a shot incorporating the performers, as well as reproductions of the images used in the extensive and ambitious time travel sequence. This involved studio performance, pre-recorded music and voice-over, pre-recorded film elements, such as a clock with its hands spinning rapidly and a futuristic landscape in the rain, as well as the use of
painted images merged with the live material to show the Time Traveller’s (played by Russell Napier) journey into the future. It lasted for approximately three minutes, out of a total planned running time of 60 minutes, indicating that it was intended as a particularly important part of the production, and an aspect that was explicitly spectacular, in the sense of something to be looked at (Barr 1949, 11).

The production space was opened out several times using still pictures to provide wide shots of locations. In addition, the script called for an unusual vertical expansion of space, during a sequence in which the Time Traveller descends a shaft, encounters Morlocks underground and flees back to the surface. Telecine shots alleviated the need for certain effects to be created live in the studio. In this production, telecines included the glowing eyes of the Morlocks, shots of rain and fire, and a further time travel sequence as the Time Traveller moves further towards the end of the world, where he is menaced by ‘1 crab’s claw. Practical, and as large as possible’ (ibid., iii). This is followed by a scene of the slow death of the planet, the sun going down for the last time and eternal snow settling through use of telecine superimposed on a dark soundstage (ibid. 28).

Where Bussell deployed effects and editing decisions according to the fantastic demands of the script and his own desire to push the possibilities of what television, could do, Barr expanded settings in a more naturalistic mode. Indeed, one Radio Times article described his approach as ‘drama-documentary’, indicating a fictional approach which utilises the aesthetics of the real (The Scanner 1949, 24). To achieve this sense of realism it was essential to engage in a range of trickery to breach the temporal and spatial restrictions of live television. Barr’s frequent use of establishing long shots suggests a cinematic influence, and the number of locations used also indicates that he was interested in showing that television could handle the spatial scope of the production as well as its concepts. Indeed, the sequence involving the vertical shaft has no real narrative function, but simply broke away...
from the perceived restrictions of studio space by demonstrating depth. A more original approach to the use of film inserts was taken by utilising them within scenes. Lez Cooke claims that such adoption were part of what makes Rudolph Cartier’s *Nineteen Eighty-Four* ‘such an innovative production’ (2013, 9). Its use in *The Time Machine* five years earlier indicates that the technique was being experimented with, even if Cartier’s later production managed to utilise it more smoothly and in a more engaging way.

However, this experimentation did lead to problems with the production, and was not well received by all, with one viewer complaining that ‘it was so weird and impossible that I could not get the least bit interested in it and felt quite relieved when it was over’ (Wrench 1949, 25). In examining the available material on the science fiction productions that followed *The Time Machine*, it is noticeable that only *The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde* seems to have undertaken any attempt at innovative or striking visuals before Rudolph Cartier’s take on the genre with *The Quatermass Experiment* in 1953. There were certainly those who attempted to rein in Cartier’s visual expansiveness, including Michael Barry as Head of Television Drama (Jacobs 2000, 134). However, it is notable that his expansion of the intimate screen and re-engagement with the possibilities of the medium, including the new possibilities that had come about through technical advances and the development of the BBC’s resources, occurred at a time when the BBC Television Service had become aware of the distinct possibility that a rival television service would launch. Indeed, Cartier joined the BBC in 1952 (Jacobs 2000, 130), the same year that the *Radio Times* reported plans, following the Beveridge Report, for ‘the setting up of new Television stations in competition with the BBC, with the approval of Parliament, when the economic resources of the country permit’ (Anon. 1952b, 2). This suggests that there was some attempt to reinvigorate the television service, its aesthetics and programming in order to engage with the expanded actual and potential audience and demonstrate that the BBC was fit for purpose.
The Changing Audience

The previous section has provided some examples of how the viewer was addressed in the press coverage of television in relation to potential interest in visual and other aspects of production. Of course the audience cannot be considered a monolithic body of homogenous tastes and interests, and the various reporting publications have different inflections reflecting those of their readerships. For a photographic news magazine such as Illustrated or Picture Post, an interest in a visual medium is to be expected, particularly at a time when a significant part of the population could only read about this intriguing new development, not yet able afford a television set, or necessarily receive the signal even if they could. While they would ultimately compete as providers of visual information and entertainment, the illustrated magazines arguably contributed to the spread of awareness of, and interest in, television, its personalities and programming.

There was a significant shift in the composition of the viewing public from the launch of television in 1936 to the mid-1950s. The earliest television audiences showed a distinct preference for ‘high culture’ programming and distaste for those of a practical nature. In a 1937 BBC enquiry into Viewers and the Television Service, ‘Disapproval concentrated largely upon demonstrations of cooking, washing, ironing, etc., which were condemned as of little interest to those who could afford television sets’ (Listener Research Section 1937, n.p.). Later audience research and letters to the Radio Times and other publications suggested a far broader taste. They also reveal a range of uses to which television was put: education, information, and entertainment and relaxation.

As the comments of Bussell illustrate, there was an early prejudice against realism in television drama amongst certain critics and producers. Realism was portrayed by these people as too easy, and as not being suited to television, which should instead be making the
most of its own characteristics of intimacy and suggestion. However, the argument against realism was in many ways one against cinema, particularly films seen as a sop to the masses and not for the educated, metropolitan audience, who were assumed to receive television (because of their London location), but also able to afford the sets in the first place. Indeed, the *New Statesman and Nation* reviewer of Dallas Bower’s 1938 dual-cast (off-screen singers and on-screen actors) production of *Tristan and Isolde* states ‘that film producers, especially those of news films and films of actual events, are complete morons catering for half-morons’ (Turner 1938, n.p.). Here it seems that it is the spectacle of actuality that is decried, and the appeal to sensation, where needing to use the imagination and interpret material appropriately is seen as more valuable.

Cultural snobbery does not just run in one direction. The Socialist *Daily Worker* considered the state of television in 1947 and suggested that ‘this new working-class audience will be extremely critical and demand a much higher standard of entertainment, dramatic art, and educational programmes than has hitherto been thought possible’ (*Television Expert* 1947, n.p.). It takes the position that the ‘nice’ programmes presented to the viewers did not have sufficient complexity to serve a working-class audience, and suggests that these visions of comfortable upper or middle-class life and associated forms of entertainment such as cabaret, ballet and opera were not substantial enough for the viewer who wants to make the most out of their investment in television. Indeed, Mass Observation research from 1949 into attitudes towards television showed that most respondents wanted ‘more outside broadcasts, […] more television of respectable record […] where TV simply seemed to replace the eye at the live event’ (O’Sullivan 2007, 166). Such evidence suggests that this concept of television as the educational relay was quite widespread. Tim O’Sullivan contends that these responses were spurred by other concerns about the acquisition of a television set, leading to the disappearance of other leisure activities considered of greater
value, indicating the social concerns around the new medium. These concerns may well have been shared by those responsible for television at the BBC and would have been addressed by them.

At the same time as these expressions of desire for a television that was educational and provide a ‘window on the world’, there were complaints about the snobbery of much television programming. These would merely have supported the findings of the BBC’s audience research in autumn 1948 and December 1950, which reveals that television had been adopted across the social spectrum and was rapidly spreading ‘downwards’ through social and financial groupings. The enquiries also disclose that, ‘given two neighbouring families of broadly similar economic status but of differing educational levels, it is the family where the educational level is the lower which is likely to acquire a television set first’ (Silvey 1952, 33). Furthermore, it showed, ‘that the “lower” groups tend to view more than the “higher”’ (ibid., 36). Such a view of the television audience may well have contributed to the desire to avoid more formal experimental work, based on the argument that the audience would be unfamiliar or unwilling to engage with it, even unable to understand it.

As already noted, this led to what Bussell saw as ‘the deliberate lowering of the intellectual standard of programmes, to cater for a new viewing public’ (1952, 12). Bussell was not alone. None other than the Director-General (1944-52), Sir William Haley stated that television must ‘fight against lowering of standards’ and that ‘television must not become a film industry. Television must remain civilized and adult’ (quoted in Briggs, 1985, 940-942), revealing that film was perceived by some as having less cultural value, too entertainment-focused, childish and uncivilised.

The issue of audience taste and BBC standards was central to the Corporation’s approaches to its audience. The pure ideals of Reithian public service broadcasting to elevate the taste of the nation were challenged by the need to attract an audience in the first place. If
no one bought television there would be no reason to fund its development. There was also the issue that the public were growing used to having choice. By 1950 the BBC were broadcasting three radio channels, but listeners could also tune into commercial stations from the continent broadcasting in English. Such channels were even available beyond the reach of their transmitters, as they were relayed by the wired relay rental services that provided a cheaper option for receiving radio than purchasing or renting a wireless set. As early as 1936, one listener complained to their MP: ‘Why should we have programmes which the British Broadcasting Corporation pick for us? At present we have to rely on foreign stations to make wireless worth having’ (Hansard, 1936, 967). Demonstrated here is the tension between the BBC’s public service ideals and the desire of the potential audience for popular entertainment which underlie its programming from the introduction of the BBC to the present day.

**Conclusions**

While the threat of competition may have led the BBC Television Service to take more risks in opening up the intimate screen through the use of special effects and filmed inserts in productions such as those produced by Rudolph Cartier, in many ways these developments were simply following on from earlier experiments. However, when competition arrived in 1955 it was accompanied by a retrenching of a more conservative approach to television drama in order to appeal to a wider audience. There were clearly times when the ambitious experimentation of the producers of early British television outreached the technical capabilities of the medium, and further occasions when it stepped outside the ostensible taste of the audience. It is also clear that there were a number of tensions within television production, between different conceptions of what television should be in terms of style and how it should relate to its audiences. These were in turn influenced by the ongoing
development of the technology of television, allowing for clearer images, faster switching between cameras, greater depth of field, etc. It is no surprise that there were various attempts to explore the use of this technology as a way to break out of the limitations of live studio drama. What is perhaps more surprising is how the audience was engaged with this process of experimentation. Attentive to the techniques and technologies of television, their interest is demonstrated by the press coverage of various productions’ use of effects drawn upon throughout this article. Visual experimentation and effects were thus part of the ongoing interaction between the BBC and its audience, engaging with questions of taste and suitability, and the very purpose of television in entertaining or challenging, and in meeting the needs or desires of the audience. Those responsible for producing the BBC’s television drama output had clearly been eager to break out of the temporal and spatial limitations of the live studio right from the beginning, but the challenge this posed to assumptions of television as an ‘intimate’ medium, and the relationship of special effects to structures of taste and interpretation are revealed here.
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